
American Conference Institute’s 7th National Forum on
Energy Trading Compliance and Regulatory Enforcement

JUNE 6-7, 2013

As the Dodd Frank regulations have materialized, the FERC and the CFTC continue to sort out their

jurisdictional reach, and the industry finds itself faced with CFTC’s new rules and final product

definitions, companies have been left struggling with questions on how to comply with regulations

in a post-Dodd Frank world. Increased enforcement efforts coupled with congressionally-

sanctioned penalties makes regulatory compliance more important than ever. ACI’s Energy Trading

Compliance & Regulatory Enforcement forum will directly address the most pressing compliance

issues and regulatory initiatives that companies and their outside counsel need to be aware of. This

program is designed to offer insights into pending rules and enforcement programs by the energy

regulatory bodies, and explain the impact of increased federal scrutiny on the energy trading

practice.

WilmerHale Partner Paul Architzel is a featured speaker at this event, and will give a

presentation titled: "The Changing International Regulatory Structure: understanding Cross-Border

Requirements and Ensuring Global Compliance." The panel will cover the following topics:

Interplay with foreign counterparties: Factoring in all the global derivatives and regulators–

European market regulation initiatives: REMIT, EMIR, MiFID AND MiFIR, MAD, MAR, CRD–

Uncertainties surrounding manipulation rules and compliance challenges to multiple

manipulation rules

–

Understanding how to implement various compliance requirements into business

processes and systems

–

Capital requirements – what’s the benefit of physical assets?–

Mitigating systemic risk as a result of the regulatory structure–
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